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20 Ways to Reduce Telecoms Expenditure 
in your Business

Whitepaper

Read this free whitepaper to help maximise the best value your company can get 
from your telecoms. Whether you are the CFO, IT director on even the CEO, this 
guide offers practical steps to help your business do more for less. Telecoms has 
advanced significantly in the past 10 years and if you are not adopting new 
technologies, you may be missing out. 

SOFT PHONES
Another way to reduce your roaming costs is to install soft phones for employees who travel on 

their mobile devices. Soft phones are apps that make and receive calls using Voice over IP. A soft 

phone is like using a desk phone on your mobile. It has a landline number associated with it and 

can work off your existing corporate Hosted PBX maintaining your DDI, internal transfer number 

and voicemail box.

Softphones are only recommended to be used in a WiFi setting such as a conference centre, hotel or 

local office. Using your data connection instead of WiFi could deliver a poor call quality experience 

and, in the case of roaming, a significant cost that defeats the purpose of using it. There are a 

number of soft phones available from Counterpath, Zoiper and 3CX among others.

CALL BARRING
A simple way of reducing call costs is to eliminate certain destinations from being called. Directory 

enquiry numbers, international destinations, and premium non geographic numbers are examples 

of numbers that could be relevant for your business to restrict dialing. By default, Blueface blocks 

competition text message numbers, MMS and obscure international destinations to minimise costs 

for your business. You can manage destination blocking from an online portal. 

REFURBISHED HANDSETS
With some models of top end phones now reaching close to 1,000, a market is emerging for

high-end refurbished phones particularly with respect to iPhones and a select number of Android 

devices. If you are purchasing refurbished phones, look for devices that are manufacturer certified. 

This can make your business a significant saving. 

Mobile
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SHARED USAGE PLAN
If you were to plot each employee’s mobile usage on a chart, you would end up with a bell 

curve showing a mix of light, medium and heavy users. What this means is that you may have 

employees on unlimited plans that get great value for medium/heavy users but poor value for light 

users. Switching these users to a shared usage plan could reap significant savings so you’re not 

overpaying for light users. 

WATCH YOUR CONTRACTS
When it comes to your company’s mobiles, have you heard yourself saying the words “We’re due 

a free upgrade”? Well what this really means is that you’ve finished your current contract.“You’re 

eligible for an upgrade” is your mobile operator offering you a new long-term contract with a 

call plan and mobile phone bundled together for a period of typically 24 months. Of course 

these contracts do provide shiny new phones without an upfront cost; so it does give you the 

impression that they come free. This unfortunately is not the case and you end up paying back 

the price of the phone and more. Blueface offers 30 day SIM only contracts so you aren’t stuck 

if an employee leaves your company, you don’t require a business mobile for a user anymore or 

you want to hold onto your phone for longer than 2 years.

CONTRACT EXIT PENALTIES
Some mobile companies force you to renew the entire fleet of mobiles by one year or two years 

every time you take out a new phone. What this means is that you’ll never likely be out of contract 

and therefore faced with having to buy your way out of the contract if you wish to switch provider. 

This is a high barrier to switching provider and you’re effectively locked in. Double check this is 

not in your contract terms otherwise it’ll be costly to move. 

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE (BYOD)
Looking after an estate of company owned mobile devices can be a pain. They go missing. They 

break. You need to purchase insurance, look after insurance claims and decide who gets which 

phone. This means listening to the iOS versus Android debate. If you’re reading this, the chances 

are you’ll be the person to deal with this. 

Where the market is slowly moving towards is a model of employees bringing in their own devices 

and the company providing a SIM card and paying just for the usage. 

FREE VOICEMAIL
Ensure your provider doesn’t charge you to call voicemail. This is a hidden charge some 

companies bill you for that you’d never think to check. Even better is to find a company that 

sends your voicemails to your email for free, or allows you to access them online even if you are 

not in the office.
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PBX LICENSING COSTS, SERVICE FEES AND FEATURE 
UPGRADES
If you’re assessing a decision to upgrade, replace or purchase a new phone system, you’re faced 

with a decision between an on-premise PBX and a Hosted PBX.

Until recently, the purchase of an on premise PBX was a must for any business. This is no longer the 

case due to increased broadband speeds available and the richer functionality that the Hosted PBX 

now offers. With a similar experience from both, attention has turned to costs.

An on-premise PBX will PBX requires a significant capital investment. Then an expert is required 

to maintain the PBX, usually this is a third party that’ll bill you an annual service charge. You may 

also need to purchase module upgrades, e.g. voicemail, that a Hosted PBX will provide to you as 

standard.

According to research conducted by Blueface, approximately 85% of businesses are now qualified 

and suitable for a Hosted PBX. This model requires an investment only for the business phones with 

the price of the cloud phone system built into the monthly call plans. 

FRAUD PREVENTION

PBX Fraud represents a major risk for companies that are operating an on premise PBX. Comreg 

regularly reports on companies that have been hit by large phone bills run up by hackers on their 

behalf leaving the company left to pay thousands of euro. Implement rules to restrict traffic to your 

corporate network with IP Authorisation, and look for telecoms companies with intelligent security/

billing controls or consider moving to a more secure model of a Hosted PBX.

LEASED LINES

If you’re business is still using a leased telephone line, then you’re paying over the odds for an 

expensive and mostly outdated service. This was the 20th century way of connecting remote 

workers or locations into a head office PBX. If you are obliged to maintain an on-premise PBX in 

your head office, a VPN is a cost effective option for connecting remote workers. Of course an even 

better step would be to move the remote offices to a Hosted PBX away from leased lines. Either way 

you can make significant savings on your bill by removing your leased lines. 

LINE RENTAL
PSTN, ISDN BRA, ISDN FRA, and ISDN PRA are the four acronyms that represent analogue line 

rental that you may see on your bill. These are copper lines that have been in existence across 

Ireland for decades to traffic phone calls. The PSTN line is what you might have in your household 

PBX

Fixed Line
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and is also used for DSL broadband connections to traffic over. The reality for ISDN lines are 

expensive; a PRA line with 30 channels costs up to €3,299 to install and €277 per month. Moving 

to Voice over IP (VoIP) can eliminate all your telephone line rental fees because VoIP uses your 

broadband  connection to make and receive calls. 

AVOIDING NON GEOGRAPHIC NUMBERS WHERE 
POSSIBLE
Non-geographic numbers such as 1890, 0818, and 1850 are notoriously expensive with a consumer 

campaign even created to have them banned. The concept behind them is to have a number which 

is not tied to a specific geographic area. They’re most often used by companies for their customer 

sales and support phone numbers. While these numbers do give the image of the company having 

a national presence, they aren’t favoured by consumers and do cost more than local numbers. An 

1800 number is a free phone number for customers to dial but can cost you up to €0.60 per minute 

to receive a call with some providers. Look for 076 numbers or local numbers as an alternative that 

will have no major cost to the caller or to your business. 

CALL CONFERENCING
The call conferencing market is overrun with companies offering expensive call conferencing 

services whether they offer license models, pay as you go or a combination. Often the IT manager, 

which is now the person chiefly responsible for telecoms, is unaware of this expenditure creeping in 

as part of a company’s shadow IT budget. 

Look for a provider that offers call conferencing bundled as part of its core service. Blueface offers 

free call conferencing with an online conference room. If you do business internationally, there’s 

also the option to invite participants with local international conference bridge numbers at no extra 

charge. 

INTERNAL TELECOMS POLICY MANAGEMENT
Savings begin with the policy adopted by you on behalf of your company. Some question to 

consider: Are employees allowed to use mobile phones for roaming? Is there a fair usage limit? Do 

you advocate one directory enquiry number for staff to use over another? 

Call Conferencing

Administration
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ONE INVOICE
One invoice really means that you’ve one company to deal with that delivers the desired ‘one 

throat to choke’. From a cost point of view, a single bill means less time spent processing invoices, 

payments and dealing with different account managers/customer service. Consolidating your 

services will usually provide savings; for example, Blueface offers free calls between its landline 

and mobile users.

FREE SUPPORT
Some telecoms providers charging you to call them on premium numbers. This not only reflects their 

attitude to how they support you but it also costs you. It’s important that you look for a company 

offering a local or Freephone number to call them on. 

INTERNAL AUDIT
While it sounds basic, it’s something a lot of companies overlook. Make sure that you are only 

paying for what you use and need. Knowing what services are being used and which are not, will 

help inform your decisions about what services to keep. Unused lines, services you didn’t order or 

double billing can all happen. Blueface automatically emails your account contacts with a digital bill, 

and displays real time billing in an online portal. 

NEGOTIATE RATES
If you are a large corporate customer you should attempt to negotiate your call rates with your 

telecom provider. It’s only fair if you are bringing a large amount of business to a provider, that they 

reward you with preferential rates. 

INTERNATIONAL LOCAL NUMBERS
If your business is expanding internationally it’s an exciting time. However, using serviced offices or 

certain local providers can be extremely expensive. 

Blueface assists you in foreign markets by connecting remote users to your corporate Hosted PBX, 

while also giving them local international numbers. This has an added benefit of all calls between 

employees being treated as on-net, regardless of location.
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Ireland

Blueface Ltd.

10/11 Exchange Place,

IFSC, Dublin 

T: +353 1 524 2000

F: +353 1 443 0400

United Kingdom

Blueface Ltd. 

78 York Street, 

London, W1H 1DP

T: +44 330 808 4718

F: +44 203 813 9668

United States

Blueface Inc.

345 Park Avenue, 17th Floor

New York, NY 10154-0037

T: +1 646 893 7446

Italy

Blueface Italia Srl.

Via Marsala, 29 H/I,

00185 Roma

T: +39 (06) 622 77 630

F: +39 (06) 233 28 388 

Spain

Blueface España.

C) Hortaleza 108,

28004 Madrid

T: +34 91 198 54 43

F: +34 91 198 54 41

FIND US ALSO IN:

www.blueface.com

NEED TO CONTACT US?

ABOUT BLUEFACE
Blueface is a leading Unified Communications-as-a-Service Provider to Businesses, 
Enterprises and Carriers. Founded in 2004, Blueface’s proprietary cloud voice 
platform services over 20,000 Business customers globally of all sizes ranging from 
SME’s through to Large Multinational Enterprises.

www.blueface.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/225823/
https://twitter.com/BluefaceLtd?lang=es
https://www.facebook.com/BluefaceLtd/
https://www.youtube.com/user/bluefaceaccount

